#800gChallenge® Sample Information
Thanks so much for your interest in the #800gChallenge®!
Enclosed is some general information about the SugarWOD product:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Instructions with Calendar & FAQ
Screenshot of SugarWOD content for Week 1
Sample social media promo
Sample email promo

The Lazy Macros® product is generally set up the same way.
● The point structure is different as well as the content to reflect the protein and lifestyle
components.
● While Lazy Macros® includes the #800gChallenge®, most of the content is NOT related to
fruits and veggies so that the two challenges offer different materials.

This product is a plug-n-play challenge that a coach can drive their own revenue by getting
members excited and signed-up for the challenge. You can purchase the product here.

Still have questions? Email info@optimizemenutrition.com
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#800gChallenge® Instructions, Calendar & FAQ
All challenge material is © 2022 OptimizeMe Nutrition LLC and cannot be distributed to others nor
used more than once without an additional purchase.
Contact ec@optimizemenutrition.com for a discount on repeat purchases.
Welcome aboard!
● These are step-by-step instructions to ensure the success of this challenge at your gym.
Read through this document thoroughly before starting (including the FAQ).
● Most of your work is handling the promotion to get members signed up for the challenge;
the challenge itself is generally on “auto-pilot” in the App.
● Expect to put in ~20-30 total hours to run the entire challenge.
TO DO:
(see the calendar in this document for a visual layout of these items)
Item # Description

When

1a

Activate your nutrition track in SugarWOD.
-Many gyms put the challenge in a separate &
private track to incentivize members to sign-up.
-Need to set up a track? See here.

ASAP

1b

Tell OptimizeMe Nutrition your Monday start
date.
-EC can only publish the challenge content once
Items #1a&b are completed.
-Give yourself two weeks for promotion.
-The challenge is 4 weeks long (Mon-Sun
weeks).

ASAP

1c

Set gym-specific details including:

ASAP

● Cost per person ($25 recommended)
● If you will offer prizes (and what they are)
● Where members will sign-up and pay
(create link (e.g., MBO));
● How you will decide a tie-break (it could just
be pulled from a hat)
● When to hold a member meeting
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Done?

(suggested as the Wednesday before
kick-off)
● The workout point: what counts for it? (e.g.,
any workout, only workouts at the gym)
● Decide if you are going to do optional
add-ons, like the optional check-in meeting
(Item #9).
See the FAQ for ideas on these items.
1d

Get prepped

ASAP

● Review this whole document and
downloaded materials to understand the
“promotion” period.
● Review the rules of the challenge and how it
will be scored. You will need to watch the
“Prep” and “Scoring” videos located on the
first day of the challenge in SugarWOD to
prepare.
2a

Promotion starts

12 days
before

(First) Social Media Post
-Use the downloaded materials as templates.
-They are indexed by item number according to
this table. Highlighting indicates where you
need to edit gym specific details.
-All tags to OptimizeMe Nutrition and
SugarWOD, and the hashtag #800gChallenge
must remain.

If you have another forum where your members
connect (e.g., Facebook group, text, blog),
tweak the content for that medium. You can
also add as many additional promotional posts,
stories, emails, reminders, etc., as you want.
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2b

Check that you see the challenge content in
SugarWOD from OptimizeMe Nutrition. You can
only see 1 month out on the App; use your
computer to see the entire challenge.
Review the material to be ready for member
questions.

3

Send (First) Email to Members

11 days
before

4

Add “Announcements” in SugarWOD for
Tues-Fri, Sat, & Sun

7 days
before

5a &
5b

(Second) Social Media Post
& Send (Second) Email to Members
-Don’t send the email to members who have
already signed-up.

6 days
before

6

Hold the Member Meeting
-This is to go over rules, scoring, and challenge
logistics. It can be in-person or via video.

5 days
before

7

(Third) Social Media Post

4 days
before

8a &
8b

Send (Third) Email to Members
& Check Registrants Have Access in SugarWOD
-Don’t send the email to members who have
already signed-up.

3 days
before

CHALLENGE BEGINS
-Make sure all last-minute registrants have
access in SugarWOD.

Start date

9

Optional: Check-in Meeting
Week 2
-Have a Zoom call or meet-up to discuss tips and
answer questions for the group. You will have to
create email reminders and meeting info if you
choose to hold this event. This is generally
recommended for larger groups (>30 people).
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10

Create Social Media Post & Email Announcing
the Winner(s)
-Create a social media post & email wrap-up
highlighting the winners, those with great
progress, etc.

Few days
after the
end of the
challenge
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FAQ
1. Can I change the challenge set-up like the challenge length and point structure?
You can’t change the length. It’s exactly four weeks and it has to start on a Monday.
While you can change the point structure, we don’t recommend it for two reasons. First, you
have to change it in the daily posts in SugarWOD as well as be highly communicative to your
group because the template materials reflect the original point structure. And since you
bought this challenge to reduce your work, this doesn’t reduce your work!
Also, nutrition and lifestyle changes are hard enough as it is without a challenge that has too
many point categories and rules to keep track of. Participants routinely report how much they
love the simplicity of this challenge so we recommend only changing the points if you are very
seasoned with running nutrition challenges at your gym.
2. Can I change/add social media posts and emails?
Generally, yes. OptimizeMe Nutrition must be tagged (@optimizemenutrition #800gChallenge)
or linked (www.optimizemenutrition.com) wherever the challenge is mentioned in digital
media.
However, if you would like to add more social media posts/stories to help drive sign-ups or
engagement throughout the challenge – go for it! Show your members prepping meals,
stocking up at the farmer’s market, etc.
Also, use whatever forum is best for your group. For example, if you have a Facebook group or
upcoming events blog that members regularly check, be sure to add content there. If you use
a text messaging system with members instead of emails, use that! The materials herein are
templates based on what is used by most gyms, but should be tweaked to make the challenge
successful at yours.
3. Can I add my own branding to the challenge materials?
Yes, consider the challenge to be co-branded by OptimizeMe Nutrition, SugarWOD and your
gym. However, all logos, links, and tags to OptimizeMe Nutrition and SugarWOD must
remain when your branding is added.
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4. The participants don’t have to log their fruits and veggies?
No. Generally, people aren’t lying about fruits and veggies and you don’t want the
record-keeping system to be overly burdensome such that people stop participating.
OptimizeMe Nutrition recommends people just log their daily consumption on a Post-It note
or similar and then log their points in SugarWOD at the end of the day.
5. What do you suggest for prizes?
First, it’s important to state how you are choosing the winner before the challenge kicks off to
set the ground rules. Are you selecting the outright points winner?
Or, maybe you select it based on participation. That is, draw from a hat at random anyone who
logged points for all 28 days regardless of what their actual points are. This can help
engagement throughout the challenge because some people drop out once they are out of
the points race. It also teaches people nutrition isn’t about perfection! Some gyms have also
done weekly gift cards (e.g., Starbucks gift cards) to help with engagement.
For an outright points winner, some gyms have expressed concerns about cheating. If that
resonates with you, consider phrasing the prizes are based on "points, transformation, and
community participation" or something like that to give yourself some wiggle room for
subjectivity in judging.
You can even do both: award the outright winner AND a few small prizes for participation.
Some common prize ideas are:
● A month of membership,
● An additional add-on or service at the gym (e.g., nutrition consult or package, private
training),
● Gift-cards to popular restaurants or coffee shops in town,
● Fitness related gift-cards (e.g., Rogue Fitness),
● CSA membership.
6. What makes a successful challenge?
Above all, the gym leader needs to “lead from the front.” This starts by being well-organized
for the challenge. Read through everything including the challenge content in SugarWOD to
educate yourself about the concepts taught in the challenge. Then be sure to execute well on
the logistics (e.g., posting enough information, answering questions, knowing the challenge
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rules).
But, most importantly, the gym leader needs to participate in and be active in the challenge!
They need to actually do the challenge and show members they practice what they preach.
They should be an active participant: posting their score every day, fist-bumping, and staying
positive and encouraging. (Ideally, you get your entire coaching staff on board as well).
7. How would I personalize this challenge?
Plenty of gyms have reported success “just” running the challenge as outlined without
additional personalization. Most gyms buy this product so they don’t have to redo all the
work of running a nutrition program.
However, some gyms choose to add on additional features (more work for you, but
potentially more revenue as well). We had a CrossFit gym run this challenge with a member
base of 275 people; they had over 80 people sign-up! By adding t-shirts, body composition
testing, a closed Facebook group, weekly challenges (e.g., 50 sit-ups a day), and a team
competition, the affiliate charged $109 per person, which covered their costs and provided
additional compensation for the organizing coaches. This also requires a lot more work!
8. I’m new to SugarWOD, is there general information about how the platform works?
Here’s:
● General how-to information for the gym leader;
● How to set-up a nutrition track after purchase; and
● Instructions to send members on setting up the SugarWOD app.
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2. Screenshot of Week 1 of SugarWOD Content
Educational videos appear daily in Weeks 1 and 3 that are part of the point structure.
Weeks 2 and 4 have other daily tasks like planning and sharing their #800gChallenge meals
with the group.
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3. Sample Social Media Promo
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4. Sample Email Promo
(some of the text cut off below screenshot picture)
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